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inomed takes over EEG systems of Walter Graphtek  
Product portfolio expanded – new inomed subsidiary founded in Lübeck 

 
inomed Medizintechnik GmbH (Emmendingen, Germany) took over the EEG product line of Walter Graphtek GmbH 
(Lübeck, Germany). From now on, inomed will distribute the computer based high-quality EEG systems of Walter 
Graphtek throughout the world, and serve as the exclusive contact for healthcare professionals in clinics and medical 
practices. 
 
The innovative medical technology manufacturer thus expands its existing line of neurological diagnostic products, and 
combines technical competencies as well as high service quality of both companies. Consequently, inomed will 
strengthen its position in the field of neurological diagnostics while remaining true to its policy of superior service and 
technical excellence. 
 
Successful in the market 

Walter Graphtek's EEG systems have been successfully marketed for decades, and offer, as a result of continued 
development, a maximum of technical performance in the field of neurological diagnostics. inomed Medizintechnik GmbH 
initially will integrate a product line of three different EEG systems into its portfolio, and effectively link it to its existing 
systems operating in the areas of Intraoperative neurophysiological monitoring, functional neurosurgery, and pain 
treatment. 
 
"By acquiring the EEG system product line of Walter Graphtek, our division of neurological diagnostics perfectly is 
complemented, opening up new opportunities for us in this market segment", Rudi Mattmüller, managing director of 
inomed, explains. "Walter Graphtek systems have quite rightly gained a very good reputation. Of course we intend to 
take advantage of it, and extend it by ongoing quality improvements." 
 
New inomed subsidiary in Lübeck 

In conjunction with the acquisition of the flexible EEG products, inomed has founded a subsidiary in Lübeck, which will 
continue to carry out a part of the sales, service and support related to EEG systems. inomed thereby integrates the 
Walter Graphtek staff into its new subsidiary. 
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More information: www.inomed.com  
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